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Specifications

Outside Dimension with lid (Φ x H) ................................................................................................................................. 11 5⁄8” x 4 7⁄8”
........................................................................................................................................................................................(295 mm x 124 mm)
Net Weight (set) ................................................................................................................................................. Approx. 2.6 lbs (1.2 kg)

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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Important Safety Instructions

Caution:
•  The Magic Pot is specially designed for these ovens (NN-CD87KS, NN-GN68KS and NN-SN68KS). 

Using in other microwave ovens may cause sparking, melting or other problems.
•  The lid will be hot after cooking. To prevent personal injury, use oven mitts when handling the lid or any part 

of the Magic Pot.
• To avoid personal injury, do not open the lid while your face is close to the Magic Pot.

Notes:
•  Always use the crispy pot on the glass tray. Do not use with the wire rack (only NN-CD87KS and  

NN-GN68KS) in microwave mode or combination modes which microwave existed.
• For crisping grill mode, do not preheat the crispy pot for more than 3 minutes.
•  Always place the crispy pot in the center of the glass tray and ensure it does not touch the wall of the oven 

cavity. Failure to do so, may cause sparking which would damage the cavity.
•  Do not place any heat-sensitive materials on the hot crispy pot in combination grill and microwave. Only 

microwave mode (High power is recommended) can be used for preheating the crispy pot.
• The black silicon seal may be removed for cleaning. Always re-position before use to prevent sparking. 

User Instructions:
•  Although the lid and crispy pot are metal, if placed in the center of the glass tray, they can be used safely. 

Putting in center is to keep the good cooking condition, including microwave power absorbing, and heater 
radiation. Do not use the Magic Pot in any other microwave ovens and do not use in conventional ovens. 

• To use the Magic Pot, the crispy pot, steam tray and lid are used together (page 4 for proper usage).
• The steam tray is placed inside the crispy pot with the lid on top. Food is placed on the steam tray.
• Always add 5 fl.oz (or specified in recipes) tap water in the base of the crispy pot before using steam menu.
•  The Magic Pot must only be used in microwave mode. When using the crispy pot alone as crispy grill, it can be 

used in grill or combination modes (only NN-CD87KS and NN-GN68KS).
•  The crispy pot and lid can be used together (without the steam tray) for pan sear or simmer functions (see 

page 4 for proper usage). 
•  To avoid melting under high temperature, do not use the steam plate or lid in grill or combination modes 

(only NN-CD87KS and NN-GN68KS)
• Ensure all food packaging is remove before cooking.

Care of the Magic Pot:
• Never cut pizza, quiche or any other foods directly in the crispy pot as this will damage the non-stick surface.
•  After use, wash the Magic Pot in hot soapy water and rinse in hot water. Do not use any abrasive clearing 

substances or scouring pads as this will damage the surface of the crispy pot. 
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Using the Magic Pot

Function Accessory to Use Concept Instructions

Pan Sear

Crispy pot and lid

The crispy pot is used 
together with the lid. 
Suitable foods such as, 
fish fillets, chicken pieces, 
burgers are placed directly 
on the crispy pot. The food 
is cooked from the heat of 
the base of the pan. The 
bottom side of the food 
will be brown and crisp.

Place the food directly 
on the crispy pot, cover 
with the lid and place on 
the glass tray. If required, 
turn or rearrange the food 
during cooking. Please 
refer to cooking chart on 
recipe book.
*For some recipes, 
preheating the crispy pot 
before cooking can get 
more crispy result. Follow 
the instructions on recipe 
book.  

Simmer

Crispy pot and lid The crispy pot is used 
together with the lid. It 
is suitable for simmering 
risotto, seafood pot, meat 
or vegetable stews or 
soups. The food is cooked 
from the heat of the base 
of the pan.

Place the food directly 
in the crispy pot, cover 
with the lid and place 
on the glass tray. It is not 
necessary to pre-heat. 
If required, stir during 
cooking. Please refer to 
recipes on recipe books.

Steam

Magic Pot (Crispy pot, 
steam tray and lid)

The Magic Pot is suitable 
for steaming vegetables, 
potatoes, fish fillets, whole 
fish, and chicken breasts. 
Microwaves are absorbed 
by the base of the crispy 
pot which heats the water 
inside. This creates steam 
which cooks the food.

Pour 5 fl oz (or specified 
in recipes) tap water into 
the crispy pot and place 
the steam tray inside. 
Place food directly on the 
steam tray. Cover with lid 
and place directly on the 
glass tray. Please refer to 
cooking chart on recipe 
book.

Function Accessory to Use Concept Instructions

Crisping Grill

Crispy pot

Some foods cooked by 
microwave can have 
soft and soggy crusts. 
The crispy pot accessory 
will brown and crisp 
pizzas, quiches, pies, 
breaded products just 
as a conventional oven. 
The crispy pot works in 
three ways: heating the 
crispy pot by absorbing 
microwaves, heating 
the food directly by 
microwaves and heating 
the food From the broiling 
heater. The base of the 
crispy pot absorbs the 
microwaves and transfers 
them into heat. Then the 
heat is conducted through 
the crispy pot to the 
food. The heating effect 
is maximized by the non-
stick surface. 

For best results, pre-heat 
the crispy pot before 
cooking. Place directly on 
the glass tray and pre-
heat on Microwave High 
power for 3 minutes. To 
assist browning, brush 
the pan with oil before 
preheating for items such 
as sausages and breaded 
products. Remove the 
crispy pot from the oven 
and place the food in the 
crispy pot. Use oven mitts 
as the crispy pot will be 
very hot. For best results, 
it is important that the 
food is placed on the crispy 
pot immediately after 
pre-heating. Performance 
cannot be guaranteed with 
a time delay. Please refer 
to cooking chart on recipe 
book.

Caution: 
When removing food from the microwave oven, be sure to use oven mitts. Contents will be 
very hot.

Using the Magic Pot (continued)
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